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Putting a place to a name: the value of effective networking  
Could adding context to your contacts increase productivity? 

 
New app, CrumbTrail, has discovered that many of the UK’s business professionals are in danger 
of losing valuable business contacts. Research revealed today has found that 58 percent of 
people have names in their phonebook for people who they either can’t remember or are unsure 
why they were added in the first place.  
 
A third (33 percent) of people have more than four contacts stored in their mobile phone that they 
do not recognise and nearly one in 10 (9 percent) has more than 10 unidentifiable contacts. 
Interestingly, the salary that people earn appears to have a big impact on the number of 
unidentifiable contacts a person has. Almost one in five (19 percent) people earning over £40,000 
has more than 10, double the average, perhaps suggesting that higher earning people are more 
frequent networkers.  
 
CrumbTrail, an iOS app to manage ‘how you know, who you know’, is helping business 
professionals make the most of successful networking events, ensuring contacts are not forgotten 
by adding context to each. CrumbTrail makes contact management easier and transforms the 
traditional phonebook from a basic directory with limited functionality into a valuable tool to 
manage professional and private networks, dynamically update contact information, and connect 
with individuals and groups.   
 
From auto tagging of date/time and location to adding private notes and images, CrumbTrail 
ensures you always remember who you met and why you added them in your phone. Users can 
easily create and share custom business profiles via a simple drag and drop mechanism within 
the app, putting the user in control of the information shared with different contacts. Furthermore, 
this information can be managed after sharing thanks to CrumbTrail’s Notifications Centre, which 
informs users if someone updates their contact information, gets promoted or moves to a new job. 
 
Additionally, with nearly half (48 percent) of people surveyed saying they have lost all of their 
contacts before, CrumbTrail’s advanced functionality provides peace of mind by easily restoring 
contact information, including their unique contextual information. 
 
Eren Erman, Founder and CEO, commented: 
 “These results highlight that existing mobile phonebooks do not offer a satisfactory service for 
professionals who need to store a lot of business contacts. If you think about how networking 
takes place, it often begins by adding information about someone you met into your phone. By 
adding context to contacts such as when and where they met, who they are, and what they look 



	  

like, CrumbTrail makes it simple for users to recall who their contacts are and manage them 
effectively. This in turn means that business users have a greater number of people to follow up 
with, increasing the effectiveness of networking.” 
 
CrumbTrail’s advanced features include: 

• Contact filters - Search your CrumbTrail phonebook by the date or location the contact 
was added, by keyword tags or categorized groups, and by your friends current address 
location (list view and world map views) 

• Notifications Centre – Keep your contacts updated in real time. A notification is sent to 
CrumbTrail when a contact updates their details, adds new information, or removes 
information (Yes, you can remove your information from another person’s phone!). You 
are in control of what information you share with your contacts.  

• Contact restore – Should you lose your phone or purchase a new one, your contacts 
can easily be restored via CrumbTrail’s cloud so you never lose your contacts and the 
unique information for each i.e. where/when you met  

• Memory area – Always remember how you met someone. Each contact has a memory 
area where you can add private notes or images alongside date/time and location where 
you met to ensure you always remember why that person is in your phone 

• Profile sharing – Create custom profiles cards for business or personal use and control 
the information you share with others based on the occasion.  CrumbTrail enables users 
to share this information seamlessly by simply dragging, dropping and sharing profiles 
through the app. No more manual contact entry! 

 
CrumbTrail is now available to download globally from iTunes for free for a limited period.  
 
Visit the CrumbTrail website here; http://crumbtrailapp.com/ 
 
Visit the CrumbTrail Facebook here; https://www.facebook.com/CrumbTrailApp/ 
 
Visit the CrumbTrail Twitter here; https://twitter.com/CrumbTrailApp 
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Eren Erman 
Eren Erman is founder and CEO of CrumbTrail. He has an MBA from Loyola University in 
Baltimore and also is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) with over 10 years of business 
experience including three years in technology specific consulting. His business acumen, 
strategic vision, and ability to execute his creative ideas have brought CrumbTrail to where it is 
today.  
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